
 

 

MY VOTE MY POWER  

  

 INTRODUCTION: - 

“Voting is not only our right – it is our power” 

  -LOUNG UNG 

 A person who is more than 18 years old gets a chance to vote during 

elections and that vote lot more importance in democracy than any other.  As 

with democracy, voters and we cannot separate democracy and voting.  To run 

a successful democracy in a country, a voting system is crucial and that’s what 

keeps democracy alive in a country. 

MY VOTE MY RIGHT: - 

“If you don’t vote, 

you lose the right to complain” 

            -GEORGE CARLIN 

 My vote My right is one of the most important pillars of democracy.  It is the 

compulsive duty of a person in a democratic nation.  To fulfil our duty to vote 

must come from within.  The concept of voting is related to the process, in 

which individuals can express their political opinion.  Most people still are not 

aware of their right to vote in many undeveloped areas of the country.  To 

awake them, there must be awareness programs to be conducted at different 

places so that they can realize the concept and come up with decision to use 

their power to vote.  So, My Vote My Right must be understood and used by 

every citizen at the country. 

 

 

 

  



   

          

 

     POWER OF ONE VOTE: - 

 My vote is so precious that it can indeed impact on future leadership of my 

region or village because my single vote can actually help a candidate to lead.  

In history, we know that several incidents were candidates won elections by just 

a single vote; undoubtedly that’s real power of a vote.  

 Those who haven’t recognized the importance of a single vote or those who 

avoid taking participation in voting in elections should understand this and start 

to contribute to our country’s growth by choosing the right leaders.  So, make 

sure if you’re 18 years old or above just go vote, you can indeed do great work 

for society. 

CONCLUSION: - 

 All democratic nations have come up with the concept of voting.  The 

reason is that most of the things are decided and selected through elections.  When 

it comes to the selection of political parties, it is through the voting system that 

they get elected. 

“Not voting is not a protest.  It is a surrender”. 

       -KEITH ELLISION  
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